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Program note:
Tsedek Chevrati? is the fourth in a series composed since 2010 that uses computer processed versions of actual news broadcasts (recordings) in combination with live instruments. This series transforms some of the challenging news of our day and brings it into the contemplative frame of the concert hall where it might be received more reflectively.

In abstracting the composer’s impressions — drawn from innumerable conversations and recordings — of the extraordinary demonstrations that spread throughout Israel during summer 2011, the current composition employs not only news announcements (from IBA and BBC news), and sound from youtube videos (posted by YossiBrauman, Mriland, Yallaisrael, Yisraelpm, Amnonhaas, & KipRoder), but, most prominently, excerpts from news recordings of a press conference and speech given by activist Dafni Leef. I am deeply indebted to all of these sources.
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Note to the performers:
Coordination between instruments and computer is by means of a click track ideally audible to all performers via one earphone each. The computer part and click are controlled by a technician:

PART I:
• Click starts two full bars before Bar 1. Computer & click are IN, until...
• Bar 214, beat 3: computer part fades out during fermata in bar 214.

Part II:
• Bar 215: computer & click are OUT, until...
• Bar 240, beat 3: computer & click are IN, until...
• Bar 359: computer fades out.

Part III:
• Bar 360: computer & click are OUT, until...
• Bar 413, beat 1: computer & click in, until fade out at end.
COMPUTER AND CLICK ARE OUT.
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